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THE CHALLENGES OF
QUALITATIVE
REPORTING

INTRODUCTION

Writing qualitative research can be painful and stressful

We have to reduce a lot of complexity
Write real lives onto paper

Introduction

Remain faithful to people we know
There are many styles and no consensus
All interpretation involves our input
We want to produce something meaningful (for readers, for
participants?)

Assuming you’ve done analysis and decided key
themes. Stop and ask:

Why are you
doing
qualitative
research?

•
•
•
•

What do you want/need to write?
What are you trying to convey?
Who is it for?
How long (time/words) have you got?

Remember aim of qualitative research is to:
• Explore in depth
• Discover how participants perceive and experience their social
world
• Get behind the statistics
• Identify processes
• Understand the what, how, when, why

Who is the audience?

Types of
output

• Blogs, Twitter

• Podcasts

• Short media reports

• Graphic novels

• Longer reports

• Poetry

• Bulleted reports,

• Audio

• Meeting notes,
consultations, presentations,
slides

• Video

• Academic articles
• Books
• Policy briefs
(http://www.bpb.de/gesellsc
haft/migration/kurzdossiers/
57975/english-versionpolicy-briefs)

• Others
• www.brexitbritsabroad.com
www.migrationpolicy.org

Visuals: word clouds, infographics, logos, etc.

Make choices

• Do not try to write everything all at once
Select
Type of output
Audience
Specific journal, publisher, reader,
a style
• Know your audience
• Always write for someone

• Policy Makers
• headline findings + policy implications +
executive summary (or short version of report)

Addressing the
audience:
Layout

• Research Commissioners
• more detail + information about methods (so
can defend) – but concerned about overall
length
• Academic Readers
• links to theory/ literature + methodological
audit trail (extent depends on format book/journal) + discussion of findings
• General Readers
• stories, quotes, typologies – not much theory

• Journalists
• headlines – rarely variations or nuance

Interpretive analysis

from notes and codes
to coherence and
insights

Field notes, analytic notes and memos
This is where writing begins.
Try to have written products in mind as you write anything.
This doesn’t mean finding proof but is more abductive –
building your understandings

Emails, visual and other data
These need incorporating or linking somehow. Think about
their role as you construct/collect them
Blogs, twitter, interim reports can all be linked to larger
pieces of writing

Notes and
Memos:
Building up
your writing
bit by bit

Get your thoughts recorded, visually, written,
verbally

The goal of qualitative analysis is to create insights that:

Developing
insights

• explain people’s behavior in the context of their life,
experiences, or culture
• or explain how policies or actions are practiced
• In order (sometimes) to suggest how we might do things
differently in future

To do this we tend to relate our themes
• I.e. How the phenomenon varies, the range of different
perceptions, meanings, beliefs, behaviours, experiences, and
the dimensions of these (for whom under what circumstances)

• into a coherent story

Developing
insights

• This often involves making
some interpretations

• Further, we may be
describing:

• We might
• Describe processes (e.g. in
grounded theory)
• combine processes into a
theory
• move from themes to
interpretive analysis
(drawing on external
theories)
• locate our understandings
in the context of lives as
lived
• construct personas or
typologies

• Dispositions, norms,
structures, micro-social
processes, or their interaction
• We may present their
explanations, or go further and
present our own (e.g. realism,
critical realism)

Grounded theory (or describing processes)
• Elaine Keane (in Charmaz 2014).
‘Strategizing’ to make most of
University life (for different social
classes)
• One strategy was Self-protective
distancing
• Engaged in by both privileged and
disadvantaged students and involved
cliques, and the inability of working
class students to build social capital

• Teresa’s story. Charmaz identified a
process involving:
• Receiving bad news
• Telling news
• Experiencing a disruption of self
• Loss of self
• Facing loss
• Regaining a valued sense of self
(Charmaz in Wertz et. al. 2011)

Themes
• Some talk of emergent themes
(realist approach?).
• Such as
• Attitudes to parenting practices
and child discipline
https://gov.wales/docs/caecd/resea
rch/2014/140217-attitudesparenting-practices-child-disciplineen.pdf

• Five themes emerged from the
analysis:
• expertise and expert knowledge;
• parent as the expert;
• positive parenting;
• formal structures and
legislation;
• respect
• The findings are then discussed in
relation to research aims in a
separate section
• Followed by Policy implications

Themes often have properties and
dimensions
• Language (properties)
• Learning
• Conversational vs Written
• Expectations of expertise
• Opportunity to use
• Social life
• Work life

• Learning (dimensions)
• For whom under what conditions
• Family ties
• Time
• Age
• Availability of teaching
• Resources

Moving from themes to interpretive analysis
• Explaining life in Spain for British
migrants
• Themes
• Escape
• Freedom
• Language
• Bad Britain/Good Spain
• Informal economy
• Volunteering

• Theoretical interpretation (grounded?)
• Attempting to escape
• Making constant comparisons with home
• Embracing free movement
• Interpreting freedom as linked to lack of
control
• Seeing Spain as representing a better
way of life
• Constructing a better way of life (O’Reilly
2000, 2012)

Life stages or a Narrative Arc (Statham 2019)
• Thai-Western marriages
• From her perspective
• Inductive (inspired by IPA)

• The women describe moving from
subservience to some independence
• Almost every aspect of a woman’s life
transforms radically
• The women want to portray success, yet
many “experience deep psychological
anxieties and feelings of isolation”

Factors which affect empowerment over time
• increasing access to individual formal
rights (through marriage) leading to
relative financial independence and
security
• differential ageing, shifting balance of
dependency
• changing obligations to natal family
members and how they shape wellbeing

• One common technique for summarizing a body of
research is Personas
• These are archetypes, or ideal types (but be wary of
stereotypes)

Personas

• Key characteristics pertaining to relevant stakeholders
“User models, or personas, are fictional, detailed
archetypical characters that represent distinct
groupings of behaviours, goals and motivations
observed and identified during the research phase”
(Calde 2002, in An Jacobs 2008)

the pluggers.

the social fillers.

the long viewers.

They use their mobile
television during a waiting
period to quickly inform
themselves, to keep in
touch with the latest
developments. Their most
important motivation in the
use of mobile television is
an information need; they
want to fill their waiting
moments as constructive as
possible.

They are mainly using
mobile television as a
means to reduce boredom.
When no form of social
contact is possible, they
resort to mobile television
with (sic) as primary goal
relaxation.

They consider their mobile
television more as an
individual television, as a
supplement to their fixed
television set. The mobile
viewing behaviours of these
people are not only limited
to short fragments to kill
time when they are waiting.

Personas: Mobile television use

(An Jacobs et. Al. 2008)

• Patton (2002: 457) describes typologies as
‘classification systems made up of categories that
divide some aspect of the world into distinct parts’
• Simple typologies are single-dimensional
• Complex typologies are multi-dimensional

Typologies

• Many categories can never be part of a typology
because they are not part of an exclusive or distinct
classification
o For example the term ‘belonging’ has been defined
in many different ways, but individuals may subscribe
to more than one definition.
• What would be the best way to illustrate
belonging?

Typologies can aid interpretation
• British in Spain
• full residents
• peripatetic migrants
• seasonal visitors
• returning residents
• Attitudes towards settlement, and
making a home
(O’Reilly 2000)

• Types of illness and time
• Illnesses like diabetes that demand
daily monitoring
• Illnesses that have episodes
• Illnesses that progress rapidly
• Illness that means changing one’s life
(e.g. avoiding the sun)
• Ways of experiencing time and immersion
in illness (Charmaz 2014)

The role of structure and agency in qualitative
explanations

dispositions

norms

structures

micro-social processes

in terms of the
person’s intentions,
motives, meanings or
understandings

in terms of a person
following cultural
beliefs, expectations or
practices

in terms of external
situational
opportunities or
constraints (position in
society, economic or
political conditions)

in terms of the
interplay of a number
of different factors
(intentions, norms,
structures) or a
sequence of events or
actions

Higher level analysis/abstraction
• Goes beyond coding and categorizing

• It employs focused codes, analytic codes, theoretical codes, themes, and considers
how they fit together
• How they address the initial question (explanation)
• Perhaps using typologies, personas, stories, a narrative arc
• Perhaps informed by an understanding of structure and agency

Example of Higher-level analysis (explanation and distillation)
Dimensions included in the typology
Type/ category/
Persona
Intrinsic gambling
experience

Extrinsic gambling
experience

Satisfaction of
winning

With friends or family Never spend beyond
means

Positive impact on
relationships

Gambling enthusiast Activity requires skill
and knowledge

A good day out

Regularly spend
beyond means

Positive impact on
self-esteem from
wins

Business gambler

To make money

Ease, no barriers
(access to credit)

Occasionally spend
beyond means if
confident of returns

Positive impact on
finances

Compulsive gambler

The buzz (addiction)

Escapism

Always spend beyond Negative impact
means
(finances,
relationships)

Peripheral gambler

Spending patterns

Perceived impact

The exercise:
Handout: Organizing key themes and drawing out conclusions/implications

Workshop 1

As individuals (15 mins)
• Review aims of study
• List barriers
• List incentives
• Identify factors that can act as barriers or incentives
As a group (15 mins)
• Pull out key themes and work on a higher level
abstraction
• Consider narrative arc, typology, personas, structure and
agency, interpretive process, or other
• Outline some policy implications: how barriers might be
overcome
• Report back and discussion (15 mins)

Break

What should the overall
structure be?

DECIDE ON A STYLE
OF OUTPUT

Structure

WRITER’S BLOCK –
DISCUSSED LATER

DON’T BE AFRAID TO
REDRAFT SEVERAL
TIMES

WORK BACK AND
FORTH WITH TEXT,
NUMBERING,
LABELLING, WRITING

HEADINGS CAN BE
NUMBERED (EVEN IF
YOU REMOVE THEM
LATER)

WRITING IS ITSELF A
FORM OF ANALYSIS

MAKE A NOTE OF MATERIAL YOU
REMOVE FOR ANOTHER
TIME/PAPER/ARTICLE

Usual
structural
shape

Title and Keywords
Abstract
Executive summary

Background/introduction
Literature review
Methodology and methods
Findings and Discussion
Conclusion

• The tendency is for
structure to be linear
• So we have to reshape
what was collected
chronologically
• I would avoid a sense of
discovery and start with
telling people what they
are going to find out by
reading this

Abstract
• This does not usually contain references
• It should not simply repeat what is in the introduction.
• I normally take out some sentences from the article and put them together then
rewrite it all.

• The abstract should have a pull factor (Rivas),
• It should be enticing and make the key points.

Abstract – a few more thoughts
• I don’t like ‘examines’ - make an argument instead. The research did the
examining, the abstract gives the overall picture.
• The abstract might be what decides whether someone reads it or not

• People may do searches on it
• (i.e. search in the abstract for this word)

Abstract.
Statham (2019)

• This article examines how relationships between Thai women
and older Western men transform over the long-term, from a
woman’s perspective. We present a model that identifies stages
in the lifecycle or ‘narrative arc’ of a long-term partnership. This
framework allows us to study how negotiated exchanges
(material, emotional) between the couple evolve in ‘stages’ over
time, and the degree to which a woman is empowered from her
initial position of relative subservient dependency. We examine
three factors that shape her relative autonomy in a partnership
in ways that can result in greater security, wellbeing, and status.
First, increasing access to individual formal rights (primarily
through marriage) can lead to relative financial independence
and security. Second, differential ageing in a couple can shift the
balance of dependency as he becomes relatively infirm. Third,
her changing obligations to natal family members, balanced with
caring for her partner, can importantly shape her wellbeing. The
study is based on 20 biographical interviews with women in
partnerships for 7–30 years. We find that almost every aspect of
a woman’s life transforms radically. Most consider it a
worthwhile life-strategy, but many suffer hidden psychological
costs as a result of living this ‘unintended transnationalism’ over
the long-term.

Abstract from policy:
Balancing Acts: Policy Frameworks for Migrant Return and Reintegration

In recent years, questions of whether, when, and how to return failed asylum
seekers and other migrants to their origin countries have dominated migration
debates in many countries. These issues were also taken up in the negotiation of
the Global Compact for Safe, Orderly, and Regular Migration, moving the discussion
beyond the typical bilateral one. This policy brief outlines how states might more
constructively work together on returns and reintegration programs.

These work well for big and complex reports

They may well be all some people read

Executive
summary

They look good numbered or bulleted (but don’t have to be)

They are great for making you realise what your own key points are
Rivas suggests writing down the key points from memory and then
checking back, or alternatively, writing down all the key sentences
The latter is great for checking consistency

Background/introduction and literature review
• This sets the scene
• Ladner says be dramatic: set the stage, perhaps introduce the key players
• Include some thick description of context and of participants

• It establishes
• why the research was done
• why it is important
• and any necessary background information (perhaps some history, or geography, or a
policy review)

Literature review
• This might include or be followed by the review of the literature.
• It must be relevant
• This should explain what you know, what is already known, and why the research
needed to be done.
• It might be useful to separate theoretical understandings from substantive ones,
but this is not always easy.
• A policy review may also be relevant

Use this to explain to your reader how you understand your
specific approach, don’t forget to include:
• How long you spent, how many people were included, for
how long, etc.
• Numbers – don’t be afraid to use them

Methodology
and methods

• Fieldwork -Don’t focus only on the interviews if you also
did fieldwork
• Let the reader know a bit about what else you learned
from being there.

• Demonstrate confidence in your methods
• You may need to teach the reader a bit about qualitative
research. Explain your sampling or selections
• You can introduce your participants here too

Methodology:
Get off on the right foot
Don’t be apologetic
“The tone of your methods discussion should be quietly
authoritative. Make sure you do not sound apologetic
for not having carried out a quantitative design. If you
apologize for having only 10 interviewees or for an
inability to generalize because your interviews were not
picked at random, you come across as if you do not
understand either the qualitative interview model or
the quantitative one”. (Rubin and Rubin, p.263)

Findings and discussion
• Rivas says ‘in qualitative research… interpretation and data reporting are often…
intermingled’
• In other words we don’t usually have results then discussion
• This is because we are acknowledging our own role in the interpretation (there is
no such thing as pure description) and theory can be drawn on as the findings are
discussed.
• However, you could discuss some themes in turn and then have a further section
or chapter that adds coherence or a framework

Attitudes to parenting practices and child discipline
• https://gov.wales/docs/caecd/research/2014/140217-attitudes-parentingpractices-child-discipline-en.pdf
• Organised by:
• Results (themes)
• Discussion
• Policy implications and future research

• Narrating : presenting the findings in a modular way, step by
step, building towards the conclusions - the reader follows
the unfolding logic
• Findings led - presenting the key conclusions at the outset
and then revealing the conceptual/evidential building blocks

• Theory led - organising and introducing the findings in
relation to existing theory/ analytical concepts
• Design led - presenting findings in terms of how they
illustrate the logic of the research design eg contrasts
between different types of interviewee or by setting, case,
site etc.

Findings

Findings - a study of the management of patients
with cancer
Narrating (a story):

Design led

• Diagnosis – doctors’ views, patients’
views, family views

• Doctors’ views – diagnosis, treatment,
monitoring

• Treatment – doctors’ views, patients’
views, family’s views

• Patients’ views – diagnosis, treatment,
monitoring

• Monitoring – doctors’ views, patients’
views, family’s views

• Family’s views – diagnosis, treatment,
monitoring

Findings
The British on the Costa del Sol (book)
Academic audience
Ethnographic study

Rethinking Friendship: Hidden Solidarities
Today (book)
Academic and general audience
Interview-based study

Theory and Findings led
Chapters link to key themes in the literature
• migration
• collective representations
• construction of community
• living between two cultures
Qualitative findings interspersed with
references and discussion of theoretical
concepts / findings from other studies

Findings led
Chapters present emergent analytical
concepts as building blocks for the final
taxonomy and conclusions
• friendship repertoires
• friendship modes
• suffusion
Series of findings chapters give central place
to qualitative data / story - references to the
literature/other studies in endnotes and a
‘trade’ chapter

Conclusion - Bringing the research full circle
•
•
•
•
•

Keep it short and memorable
Do not introduce new material here
Try not to end on limitations
• Unless you also have potential solutions
Focus on what has been achieved
Remind the reader of the main things you’ve
covered
• But do not just summarise findings again

•
•

Return to initial aims or research questions
Pull out implications of findings for your
research puzzle
• In policy research:
• Devise policy recommendations or
implications for good practice
• In academic research:
• Make links back to theory
• In reports:
• Summarise your key points using bullets if
you like

lunch

• We see a blank page, get
scared, and believe we can’t do
it
• We avoid it, Do the washing,
walk the dog, anything else
• How to get around this?
• Let’s Discuss (some things work
for some people, learn about
yourself)

• Set alarm for twenty minutes and
see how you go.
• Get in the habit of spending one
hour a day.
• Tell yourself it will be rubbish/
write for your grandma

Writer’s block

• Read
• Write something else, a map, a
picture,
• Talk as you walk
• Remember that writing itself is
creative

The exercise: externalizing our ideas by having a
listener

Workshop 2
Dealing with
writer’s block

In groups of three
Interview (10 mins)
• One person to interview another on the topic of their
research
• Enjoy, relax, pretend it is a heavily edited podcast
• Third person to draw out key themes while listening
Discuss (10 mins)
• Listener to feed back to interviewee what was said, key
themes and overall structure
Entire group (10 mins)
Feedback and discuss

The challenges of
qualitative reporting

Generic ‘quality’ benchmarks:
Checklist
• Does the report
• address original aims and research questions
• provide a clear structure with signposting
• use evidence / illustration to bring findings to life (textual commentary, quotes, cases)
• give clear links between data, interpretation and conclusions so reader can judge credibility
• set out basis of any claims for wider inference
• leave a clear audit trail so the reader knows how the research was done and the relevance
of decisions that were taken
• Is the writing coherent?
• Can the reader engage with and follow the story/argument

Qualitative Reporting:
Thinking about those who took part

Active or passive voice?

The team asked people or
people were asked
The project studied or we
studied
There was anxiety about or
people felt anxious

Ask
Who do you want to focus on?
People tend to think the
passive voice is more academic
but It can sound really stuffy
and even odd, and when you
have spent a lot of time with
people it can also feel a bit
dishonest.
It also serves to deny your role
(see reflexivity later)
Remember there is an agent

Try using verbs (doing words
and gerunds) for themes

People were dancing rather
than there was some dancing

Fetterman says not only is it
important to catch people’s
eye but also be honest and
faithful to those who took
part.

Qualitative reporting
being confident and faithful
• Avoid compulsive hedging (Pinker 2005: 43)
• Eg. almost, comparatively, somewhat,
to some extent, and I would argue

• Avoid thoughtless clichés (such as a blueeyed ethnographer)
• However, you may want to use some of
your participants words (If so, explain them
- in each chapter)
• Hayes in Gringolandia not only names
his book after their name for where
they live, but also starts each chapter
with a story

Zombie nouns and neologisms
• Avoid ‘zombie nouns’ (pinker 2005)
• Such as is contributive of, or is desirous of (it contributes to, he or she desires)
• Academic writing contains double the ratio of nouns to verbs compared with
fictional writing or conversation
• Neologisms can drive you mad
• “I’m going to task you to do this’
• ‘We are migrating to a new email system” (or even migrating you!)
• But they can be useful and earn their place over time (eg. I texted you)

The curse of knowledge
• Watch out for the curse of knowledge: “Imagine the reader over your shoulder” (pinker
2005:67)
• Check your use of Jargon, abbreviations, and technical vocabulary
• E.g. ‘Ageing in Place’ in a book about ‘Expatriates’ (Leonard and Conway, 2018)
• Don’t overestimate how widely understood a term has become

• Know your audience but also consider you might hope it is broader than you thought
• Imagine them as sophisticated and intelligent but not necessarily as knowledgeable
as you in the same areas
• Acronyms need spelling out (each chapter) and use them cautiously

Quotes and
fieldnotes

• Quotes:
• Not disembodied please
• Include some stories or
background information, add
in the question that was asked
• Identify when not directly
recorded.
• Try to distinguish your view
from those of others
(participants and literature)

• If you use fieldnotes, indent
or use a different font and
add a note of the date
• Fetterman also talks of
quotes as needing to convey
the mood, laughter, what you
asked, etc
• They can be true to the
speaker
• There may also need to be
some translation (from other
language or making meaning,
and think about
colloquialisms

If she becomes a single parent, and has children to support, this increases her need to earn more,
while reducing her opportunities to work conventionally due to child care obligations. If her parents
assist in child-rearing, then her responsibilities as a ‘dutiful daughter’ are amplified.
I had a negative salary and my life was difficult at that time especially that I had to take care of
both kids. And my ex-husband wasn’t supporting and sending me money. (G)

(Statham 2019)
NB. However, there is a table with more information about the participants, which helps

In a few cases, genuine mutual ‘loving’ relationships develop based on equal exchanges in the
partnership. In one, a Dutch man became a teacher in her village, adopted her four children, and after 6–
7 years, they are genuinely committed to one another in every aspect of their lives. Importantly, their age
difference is only three years, they are in the same life stage, and are planning to age together. Asked to
describe how her life is better, unlike most others, she does not mention material gains:
It’s better from the love he always gives to me. It’s like water dripping into a glass. It’s always
there…Tremendously. I used to cry every day. When I was with my previous husband 365 days a year,
there wasn’t a day that I didn’t cry. Now that I’m with my husband, I’ve never cried a single day. (K)
(Statham 2019)

Qualitative
reporting:

On the page: think about what your text looks like
to the eye
Look at headings and sub headings. Can one
easily see the structure?
The text should make sense without the examples
and charts
Long quotes should be indented (usually if longer
than 40 words) but some people don’t do this and
it can look better
Learn about citing and avoid plagiarism

Fetterman says we should use present
tense (p127). Others disagree

Past or
present
tense?

The past is more conventional in a report
(implies you are only referring to what
you found at the time of your study)
The present sounds more engaging (but it
can be misleading)

“Immigration officers claimed that – with experience
– they developed ‘a sixth sense’ about whether or
not a passenger’s story sounded credible”

Past or
present
tense

“Immigration officers say that – with experience –
they develop a ‘sixth sense’ about whether or not a
passenger’s story sounds credible”
“When passengers approached the immigration
desk, their passports were ………..” (a one-off?)
“When passengers approach the immigration desk,
their passports are………” (a recurrent process?)

Terminology -How you refer to participants
In general

In particular

• Subjects
• sounds experimental?

• Person X
• sounds clinical? Can be hard to
follow

• Respondents
• sounds like a survey/passive?
• Participants
• sounds interactive?
• People / Residents / British on the Costa
del Sol/ Retirement Migrants
• sounds engaging? but are you
claiming wider inference?

• ‘Juan’, ‘Mary’ , ‘Simon and Julie Johnson’,
Smithson & Co
• Sounds engaging? But be sure to
change the name to protect identity,
and watch out for pseudonyms that
imply a type

Break

How to write in
richness and
diversity
Without resorting to numbers and
quantification

Build in richness
“Good qualitative reports are rich and nuanced”
Rubin and Rubin (p265)
A research narrative is rich if it
• presents not just the main themes, but also variations and refinements,
illustrated with clear examples
• conveys complexity without losing readability, giving contrasts and
contradictions
• answers questions like how? when? why? under what circumstances? –
i.e. contains context to make findings understandable

Displaying and illustrating range through textual
commentary (adapted from Spencer and Pahl, 2006)
Simple friendships

In simple friendships, friends play well-defined and somewhat circumscribed roles. The friends may be
associates who share a common activity, useful contacts who exchange information and advice,
neighbourly or favour friends who help each other out, or fun friends who socialize together. Of course,
other friendships also involve fun and favours, but the key feature of simple friendships is that the
relationship is based on one main form of interaction.
Associates
Friends who share a particular interest or activity, for example, golf, tennis, bridge, darts, model boats,
meeting in a particular context such as the workplace or pub, or belonging to a particular organization
such as club or church. These relationships are ‘tightly framed’, and the friends do not usually meet
outside the shared activity or context.

Displaying and illustrating typologies using
case studies (adapted from Kerr et al, 2009)
The peripheral gambler
……………………………………………………………………………
Maureen
Maureen and her husband play the National Lottery each week. She finds it boring but they have always played the
same numbers and so feel they cannot stop in case their numbers come up and they miss out on winning a lot of
money. Maureen also enjoys going to the Grand National but more for the social aspect than for the gambling. She
does not really understand how to place a bet so gets someone else to do this for her after she has chosen her
horse. She enjoys the day out regardless of whether she wins any money.
Maureen does not consider playing the National Lottery and the occasional day out at the Grand National to be
gambling. The amount she spends on these activities is minimal and has no adverse impact on her finances.

Displaying and illustrating explicit explanations using
quotations (adapted from Scott and Spencer, 2013)
When asked how they became involved in crime, the young men in our study gave the following accounts:
• as an antidote to boredom
• to make money
• to be the ‘bad man’
• to be loyal to their friends
• out of necessity because they lacked legitimate alternatives for making a living
………………………………………………………………………….
As an antidote to boredom
…………………………………………………………………………..
So it was just, yeah, so like when I got excluded I felt, ‘cos I was at home I thought, I wanna go back to school now
man, this is all lonely, like my mum’s got work, my brother’s going to school, I’m in the house by myself doing nothing.
So, yeah, when I got kicked out, that’s when I was just at home with nothing to do. So, like, I started getting in
trouble with the police and that when I weren’t going school and that, just on the streets really yeah. (Aldane, aged
17, permanently excluded in year 10, unemployed)

Range rather
than
incidence

In qualitative research
one is usually presenting
a range of responses,
perspectives,
experiences.

Some researchers prefer
to ‘map’ the range of
views and behaviours
around key themes
rather than use any form
of enumeration
• the maps represent the
generalisable findings, not the
numbers

Numbers or percentages
don’t necessarily give
confidence
• Some things may be a majority
response, and you can say so if
that is the case. But others are
interesting because of the
diversity

Some argue for
‘counting the countable’
so use numbers where
relevant

Examples:
nature and
diversity
rather than
prevalence

People criticised the training because they felt they had
not acquired any new skills, there was no opportunity to
gain qualifications or because the quality of teaching
was poor.
Participants who had been made redundant from their
last job were particularly harsh in their criticisms of
employment training
Ten people criticised their employment training because
they had not acquired any new skills, 5 people because
they had not gained any qualifications and 3 because
the quality of teaching was poor.
Seven out of the ten people who had been made
redundant were very critical of their training ….

Ways,
Reasons

REPORTING
NATURE
AND
DIVERSITY
White et al
(2014)

Views

Issues

Problems

Turn the sentence round and start with the responses
• Ways in which people coped with debt included…
• People gave the following reasons for wanting to move to a bigger
house

Present the range of responses
• Views on same sex marriage were divided, ranging from ….
to…..

Present clusters
• Three broad issues about recycling were identified

Students raised four main problems with increased tuition fees
…. Their parents agreed about … but were also worried about

Presenting recurrence without numbers
• “There was repeated/persistent
criticism of the quality of
employment training
because…”
• “An alternative, though less
recurrent view”

• Rather than “The majority/most
people/over half said the quality
of training was poor because
…..”
• Rather than “Two people/less
than 10%”

Consider displaying list of factors/features/ reasons in
order of their recurrence –but without numbers

Some said….others said…others said…
• can easily be overused when trying to avoid
statements of prevalence
• becomes tedious to read
• begs the question ‘how many is some?’

Minimising the
‘some’ factor

Difficult to avoid completely but try introducing
alternatives:
• a contrasting view, expressed by those who …
• people who were in favour of …. highlighted the
value of …., those who were opposed felt ….
• views on this centre on four main issues….
As a general rule, focus on the phenomenon being
described, not the describers – unless they fall into
recognisable and distinct groups

The exercise:

Workshop 3

As individuals (10 mins)
• Read the examples of quantitative and qualitative
style (Proper Food)
In twos or threes (15 mins)
• Use Workshop 3 in handout: Writing qualitatively
without resorting to numbers or incidence
• Discuss how/if some of the more quantitative
terminology could be improved and how
• Get one or two examples to share
Feedback/discussion in larger groups (15 mins)

Three ways to think about this

Qualitative to unpack quantitative
• E.g. you have some data on who uses credit cards, how
often, by gender and age, And you want to understand
the processes behind this

Combining
quantitative
and
qualitative

Quantitative to formalize qualitative
• Eg. you have realized there are some clear tendencies in
respect to dental attendance and feel you can now easily
design a survey on some aspects
Different aspects of a phenomenon
• E.g. Life story and quantitative longitudinal analysis of
offending rates and patterns

(see Bryman for more on this)

How to write in
interpretivism and
reflexivity

Qualitative
reporting:
Is it all
interpretation?

“Qualitative methods entail and
manifest the assumptions of the
interpretive paradigm, the grounds of
which lie in the need to grasp the
meaning of social action in the context
of the life-world and from the actors'
perspective”. (Vasilachs de Gialdino
2009, cited in Bryman)

“Even scientists with a commitment to
seeing the world as it is a are a bit
postmodern. They recognize that it’s hard
to know the truth…..that we understand
the world through our theories and
constructs…” (pinker 2005: 37)

Interpretive writing
• Pinker says, Admit your anxieties, but don’t flaunt them
• You can include a discussion about interpretivism in your methodology
section
• But it is unlikely you will do this in policy research
• Fetterman contrasts blinking, winking and rapidly closing an eyelid
• You can show you are interpreting, by doing a thick description
• Reporting may include you being there
• eg. I saw, and even what you went through (Fetterman 2010: 126)
• This takes us to reflexivity

Reflexivity

• Reflexivity involves an awareness, invoked through
the earlier work of authors such as Bourdieu (1990,
2003), and informed by constructionism in social
science, that as human agents ourselves, social
researchers are inevitably tangled within the
networks, relationships, and the co-creation of the
social world we aim to study.

• Any pure or naive sense of objectivity in research is
therefore abandoned as an unrealistic goal.
• This implies that social science proceeds by
including ourselves as researchers and as human
agents within the ongoing interpretation of the
practices of social life.

May and Perry on Reflexivity
• Reflexivity demands
• An awareness of oneself, and obligations and expectations on us
• The monitoring of habitual practices as we interact
• Deliberation in relation to guidelines for action
• ‘We can know the social world in better ways and inform more inclusive and
sustainable futures’
• ‘But we need more honesty and modesty about the limits of our tools, ways of
seeing, and claims’ (page 6)

• Reflexivity is a diverse concept, with multiple meanings and interpretations,
and so for the purposes of clarity there are four elements that we have
employed as part of our reflexive practice.
• First, reflexive practice involves a consciousness of the fact that we ourselves
are social human beings, as well as researchers, and that we thus need to
consider our relationship, as human beings, to the research we are engaged
in. Put another way, reflexive practice concerns a sense of our positionality
and the conditions of our work.
• Second, reflexive practice involves learning through a reflexive approach as
we undertake research, and thus being reflexive about our positionality as
the research proceeds.
• Third, reflexive practice acknowledges the reflexivity and positionality of the
human individuals and groups with whom we undertake research.
• Fourth, and perhaps most ambitiously, reflexive practice involves an
understanding of the social world itself, on a broader scale and
encompassing a longer time perspective, as made through reflexive practice.

Reflexive
Practice
(Benson and
O’Reilly
forthcoming)

• In the end we are hoping someone will read (or
hear) what we have to say
• Consider having a meeting to share findings, or
collaborating in the writing with the participants
or client (Ladner)

• Ladner says a report should not just report but
aim to effect change.

The finished product

• When writing for private organisations or public
bodies:
• write in a way your reader will expect, or
teach them to expect different.
• The same actually goes for journal articles as
you are not sure who will review them.
• Your results should be believable, have
verisimilitude.

The finished product

• Finally, Ladner says try to be
memorable, add in some surprises
• You want the reader to go away
impressed and convinced
• Ladner says you can also use style to
add surprises
I always remember hearing some
actual voices in a presentation – audio
reporting
People are now using graphic novels,
podcasts, links to web sites for more
information, etc.
• Aim for a clear take-home message

A matter of style

Grammar,
rhetoric, and
persuasion
(with the oxford comma)

Style

In the next few slides we will look at some
general style issues and then think more
carefully about qualitative research reporting

Start by reading broadly – good
writers read a lot and reflect on style
Fiction, poetry, reports, academic and non
academic, leaflets, guides, notices (even on
your washing machine or camera)
Style books

Classic style

• Pinker says classic style is an antidote to academese (and other kinds of stuffy prose)
• Hallmarks of classic style
• Writes about abstract ideas as if they are recognizable to anyone
• Makes the reader feel like a genius” (P. 36)
• Is confident not arrogant
• Avoids metaverbiage: Verbiage about verbiage

Metaverbiage Examples (adapted from pinker 2005: 39)
“The previous paragraph reviewed the
concept of metadiscourse. This
paragraph introduces one of its primary
manifestations, the phenomenon of
signposting”

Metadiscourse, then, is where authors
talk about what they are talking about.
It often takes the shape of signposting

“This chapter discusses the factors that
cause names to rise and fall in
popularity”

“What makes a name rise and fall in
popularity?”

Know some grammar and rhetoric
• Use rhetoric
• Fetterman (2010: 129) says we should use “concrete metaphors, rich similes, parallelism,
irony” etc. to convey “feel, taste, and smell of a moment”.
• He also suggests we “expand or contract through narrative pace”.
• EG. I was getting cold feet. He was getting cold feet. Clearly we were both looking forward to
this. It was like waiting to see the dentist
• Know what a paragraph is
• Rivas (2018) says each first sentence of each section should ‘assume the most importance’,
followed by the first sentence of each paragraph. Start by introducing the main point
• Punctuation can change the flow of a sentence

Style or prescription? (pinker 2015)
• Split infinitives can be ok!
• Rule: infinitives (to go, to dance, to
laugh) should not be split
• Captain kirk: to boldly go where no man
has gone before
• Most style guides and dictionaries
accept them
• Consider style over purist rules
• Sexist language is no longer permissible
• Which has led to the use of the singular
they
• If a man or woman feels threatened they
may find themselves turning to violence

• There is nothing wrong with beginning a
sentence with a coordinator
• Rule: never start a sentence with and, or
because, or but
• But consider elegance
• While many people hate it, it can be ok
• And it can simply sound right
• And add pace to your work

Traditional academic writing can be so formal and abstract that it is
almost impenetrable. Compare these two versions

Example:
Inaccessible
writing

• “Attachment to common values means, motivationally considered,
that the actors have common ‘sentiments’ in support of the value
patterns, which may be defined as meaning that conformity with
the relevant expectations is treated as a ‘good thing’ relatively
independently of any specific instrumental ‘advantage’ to be
gained from such conformity, e.g. in the avoidance of negative
sanctions. Furthermore, this attachment to common values, while
it may fit the immediate gratificational needs of the actor, always
has a ‘moral’ aspect in that to some degree this conformity defines
the ‘responsibility’ of the actor in the wider, that is, social action
systems in which he participates.” (Parsons, 1951, The Social
System)
• “When people share the same values, they tend to behave in
accordance with the way they expect one another to behave.
Moreover, they often treat such conformity as a very good thing –
even when it seems to go against their immediate interests.”
(Wright Mills, 1959, The Sociological Imagination)

Checklist

• Keep good notes
• Analyze as you go along
• Know your audience
• Look at diverse styles
• Interpret (make sense of)
your data for your audience
• Work on higher level
abstractions

• Admit limitations and
strengths
• But don’t be apologetic
• Plan the structure

• Drafting is writing is thinking
is analysis
• Have a sense of style

Thanks for listening and taking part today
I hope you enjoy your writing up
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